This is the Timer Digest hotline for Wednesday November 21, 2018. The Dow stands at 24,464.69 down 0.95 on Wednesday and down 948.53 points for the week so far. There have been 3 signal changes and 1 Consensus signal change since Saturday’s hotline. The Top Ten Consensus is now Bearish with 4 Bulls, and 6 Bears. The Top Long Term Timers are Bullish with 8 Bulls, and 2 Bears. The Top Bond Timers are Bearish with 1 Bull, and 4 Bears. Steve Rhodes has moved to Neutral, then to a Sell signal for Bonds. And, the Top Gold Timers are Bullish with 4 Bulls, and 1 Bear. Now the comments of the Top Timers.

Steve Rhodes of Mastering Probability is on a November 14, Buy signal. He did express concern about the fact that his S&P 500 reference futures contract is testing the boundary of its proprietary indicator support zone.

Dan Turov of Turov on Timing is on an October 29, Buy signal. His model remains positive with respect for a rally into yearend; but complicated by the market’s sensitivity to news events.

James Stack of Investech Research is on an October 5, Sell signal. He has been defensive with respect for negative indicator readings and relative performance of small cap stocks.

David Vomund of VIS Alert is on an October 11, Buy signal. He said his proprietary indicator remains close to an overbought reading; but did note a recent, positive Advance/Decline divergence.

Mark Rose of Rosecast.com is on a November 7, Sell signal. His forecast continues to include a generally declining trend into the first quarter of 2019.

Steven Hochberg and Peter Kendall of The Elliott Wave Financial Forecast are on a January 31, Sell signal. They suggested the next wave down would be confirmed with a close beneath recent lows by major indices.

George Slezak of stockindextiming.com is on an October 17, Sell signal. He has been monitoring the analog chart between the 1929 crash and current market for evidence of a potentially more serious decline.

Kerry Szymanski of Harmonic Edge is on a November 13, Buy signal. He allows for a seasonal rally before monthend as long as reference chart support is not violated.

James Rohrbach of Investment Models has moved to a November 20, Sell signal from a previous Buy on November 7. His models indicate that conditions for equity investments have become unfavorable.

George Dagnino of Peter Dag Portfolio Strategy is on an October 5, Sell signal. He expects more volatility; but also suggested his proprietary indicator has moved toward a more constructive reading.

There are no changes for the ETF program. Current holdings include: the ProShares Short High Yield ETF (SJB), the SPDR Gold Shares ETF (GLD), and the Money Market fund.

There are no changes for the Diversified Select Program. Current holdings include: Medical Technology & Devices, IT Services, and the Fidelity Money Market Fund. The Health Care Services Fund is number 1 followed by: Medical Technology & Devices, Pharmaceuticals, Utilities, Health Care, IT Services, and Transportation.

There are no changes for the Model Portfolio. There are no changes for the Dow Jones 30 portfolio. At Monday’s opening prices, Apple (AAPL) was sold at $190.00; and proceeds invested in Merck (MRK) at $76.22. Current holdings include: Merck, Microsoft, Proctor & Gamble, Unitedhealth, and Walgreens.

If necessary, a special hotline will be posted 2 hours before the opening, that is by 7:30 a.m. Eastern Time, on Friday. Otherwise, the next regular hotline will be Saturday evening, November 24.